Picture Books about Unicorns!

Unicorn Day by Diana Murray
How to Catch a Unicorn by Adam Wallace
Unicorn is Maybe not so Great After All by Bob Shea
Do you believe in unicorns? by Bethanie Deeney Murguia
Little Unicorn is Angry by Aurelie Chien Chow Chine
Sophie Johnson: Unicorn Expert by Morag Hood
You don’t want a unicorn by Amy Dyckman
Thelma the Unicorn by Aaron Blabely
Uni the Unicorn by Amy Krouse Rosenthal
Goodnight Unicorn by Pearl E. Horn
A Unicorn named Sparkle by Amy Young
Unicorn Club by Suzy Senior
Unicorn (and horse) by David Miles
I’m a Unicorn by Mallory C. Loher